REVIEW OF THE BUTTER MARKET AT SAN FRANCISCO FOR THE WEEK ENDING SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1927.

The butter market at San Francisco has followed a steady trend during the week under review with all prices unchanged. The supply of 92 scores of current production released, well and full quality 91 scores were frequently moved at premiums. Trade has been fairly active on the medium and lower grades which has been stimulated by the existing price range. Receipts for the week included a car from Colorado and one from Idaho and smaller shipments from Oregon, Nevada and Utah. Arrivals during the week were ahead of last week's. Withdrawals from storage continued heavier in San Francisco during the current week than in the corresponding week last year. Reductions of holdings in the Pacific Coast cities also continued at a more rapid rate than a year ago, with a shortage of over 345,000 pounds reported on the markets of November 5th, 1927.

---

REVIEW OF THE BUTTER MARKETS AT NEW YORK, CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA AND BOSTON FOR THE WEEK ENDING SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1927

EASTERN BUTTER MARKETS FIRM - Butter markets were working at gross purposes during the week ending Nov. 12th with eastern markets firm and the Chicago market nervous and unsettled. Prices on Monday advanced 3/4¢ at New York, Boston and Philadelphia and trade was reported fairly active with arrivals, especially of fancy butter, clearing up quite readily. Buyers on these markets appeared to gain confidence as the week progressed if trading is any indication. Receipts of general butter business as the week advanced practically no difficulty in disposing of arrivals each day, and in addition were able to move some fancy storage butter.

CHICAGO MARKET NERVOUS AND UNSETTLED - At Chicago conditions were almost the reverse of those which prevailed on the Eastern markets. On Monday the Chicago market was no more than steady at unchanged prices and a nervous and unsettled undertone was apparent in most quarters. A little speculative demand which developed on Tuesday caused a 3/4¢ advance on 92 score shorts, but buyers did not take kindly to the higher price and a reduction of 3/4¢ was effected on Thursday. At the decline the market tone was about steady with trading slow. "Centralized" car market at Chicago was very unsatisfactory throughout the week from a seller's viewpoint.

FUTURE TRENDS UNCERTAIN - Operators as a rule found it difficult to anticipate future trends as factors which influence the markets were at a variance. In spite of the almost ideal fall weather which has prevailed throughout a larger part of the butter producing states the production shows little if any improvement. Consumption in the middle west appears to have been affected somewhat by the high prices but in the East outlets appeared quite satisfactory. The only change on the December and January options on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange during the first four days of the week was an advance of 1/8¢ on the January deal.

SURPLUS IN STORAGE INCREASES - The fact that storage withdrawals at the four markets were less than those of the previous year had a slightly bearish effect on the situation and tended to offset the reported lighter make of butter. The holdings of butter in storage at the four markets on Nov. 10th exceeded those of a year ago by 3,427,286 lbs an increase of 1,052,828 lbs in the surplus since Nov. 1st. The surplus is not only increasing at the four markets but also in the six markets. The increase in the surplus is taking place largely in the ten markets as the withdrawals in the interior warehouses are apparently exceeding those of the previous year.

PRODUCTION SITUATION - There is little to say regarding production except that in the opinion of most operators an increase is anticipated in the near future when battle are placed in the barns or full winter rations. Rough feed is plentiful and cheap but concentrated feeds are higher in price than last year. We heard reports of an expected increase in the milk flow early in December due to an unusually large number of cows freshening at that time; especially in the sections where dairying is the main issue rather than a side line. The American Ass'n of Creamery Butter Makers, for the week ending Nov. 5th reported decreases of 10.1% and 7.09% from last year and the previous week. The Land Ol'Lakes Creamery Inc. for the same period reports an increase of 6.53% over last year and a decrease of 3.18% from the previous week.

Saturday, November 12, 1927